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battle of life ? Strindberg's conversion toj _ ^__
may have meant much or little; but ^af^ne does
look for is some sign that he had not ;passed through
-Jhfc-GLU^	one looks for
a caf the "-Ifer-k on life, a kindlier sympathy with his
feUojtamen, a new-found nobility of soul; and how
strangely little do we find ! He never learned to see
life calmly, never learned to see life whole; no real
mdlowness crept into his later years; he remained
irreconcilable to the last. Nobility of soul, aristocracy
~ 6f\the spirit, this " son of a bondswoman " never
attained. His books have abounding genius of the
first order, and great transcendent qualities; but
nobility of soul is surely not one of them. The
comfort and consolation which Swedenborg's
mysticism brought to Strindberg was, after all, only
an enforced resignation to the powers, of evil as of
good, whom he imagined to be in constant battle
for the possession of his soul—powers that exacted
expiation, not for his personal failures alone, but for
crimes committed in some previous existence. And
like his " Unknown ", he had learned at last to make
absolutely no demands on life. He who expects
nothing, cannot be disappointed. That was Strind-
berg's defiant reply to the Powers that had wrecked
his life. Such resignation may be poor consolation;
to normal minds an absurd, a mad interpretation of the
ways of God to man. And yet, given Strindberg's
unhappy lot, his personal problem, what other solution
was possible ? After all, he was not the first man of
genius to see himself thus, the plaything of the gods, at
the mercy of hostile, ironically hostile adversaries.
All genius demands some kind of explanation of itself
and of its mission in the world; for what is genius but
a condition of abnormality, which makes its possessor
unable to fit himself into the weft of normal humanity ?
Even Goethe, who stands at an opposite extreme of
absolute sanity, cherished just such a philosophy; but
spiritual balance made life easy for Goethe, and his

